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1- He always gives money to beggars ............ .
1. free

2. freedom

3. to frees

4. freely

2- The vaccine was used to ............... you against any infections.
1. assess

2. protect

3. dwell

4. stimulate

3- She is a highly ............... woman. She has PHD in teaching.
1. educate

2. education

3. educated

4. educationally

4- Pakistan asserted its independence from India. 'Asserted' means .................... .
1. stated

2. denied

3. refused

4. rejected

5- I was engaged in that office as an accountant. 'Engaged' means ................ .
1. fired

2. removed

3. eliminated

4. employed

3. general

4. generally

6- I ................ prefer tea to coffee.
1. generelize

2. generization

7- Our cities are heavily populated. 'Heavily' means................. .
1. routinely

2. slowly

3. seriously

4. slightly

8- Those buildings were occupied by squatters. 'Squatters' means................... .
1. farmers

2. foreigners

3. adult people

4. homeless people

9- The two companies ........................ a contract to cooperate with each other.
1. signs

2. signed

3. to sign

4. signature

10- She is a founder member of the university. 'Founder' is a person who............... something.
1. loses

2. misses

3. establishes

4. throws away

11- In Iran fathers usually .............. other members of families. They have control and influence on

them.
1. dominate

2. emmigrate

3. distort

4. hypothesize

12- Scientists always investigate new concepts. 'Investigate' means ................ .
1. discover
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2. forget

3. forgive
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4. interact
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13- All evidences reinforce my claims. 'Reinfoce' means .................. .
1. ruin

2. destroy

3. emphasize

4. disappear

3. action

4. actively

14- You can ........... the molecules of water by boiling it.
1. acted

2. activate

15- He always ....................... to make his stories more amusing.
1. exaggerate

2. exaggerates

3. exaggeration

4. exaggeratedly

16- His boss ensured him that he will be employed. 'Ensured' means.................... .
1. guaranteed

2. threatened

3. predicted

4. prevented

17- The court condemned the .............. for his illegal act.
1. crime

2. criminal

3. criminally

4. criminology

18- He is the best student in the class and has a ...................... mind.
1. system

2. systematize

3. systematic

4. systematically

19- The government's will is to establish justice in society. 'Will' means.........................
1. well

2. wish

3. heir

4. favor

20- It is ................... to us that your father will soon come back. We are sure that your father will

come back.
1. vague

2. hidden

3. inevitable

4. evolutionary

21- ...................., students can choose and attend another class.
1. Alternate

2. Alternates

3. Aternative

4. Aternatively

22- We regard her behavior with suspicious. 'Regard' means....................... .
1. deny

2. consider

3. ignore

4. interact

23- Bob will .......................... his post with a new employee. He always changes his post with a new

employee.
1. shift

2. lose

3. interrupt

4. interpret

24- Your laziness will lead you to failure. 'Failure' means..................... .
1. 
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2. 



3. 
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25- We must not exclude any possibilities for our recent failures. 'Exclude' means..................... .
1.   

2.   

3.  

4.  

!

26- They are two separated things, which were mixed together. 'Separated' means..................... .
1. " #$%

2. &'(

3. $%

4. 

27- When you take a drug, pay attention to its adverse effects. 'Adverse' means.................. .
1. )*

2.  + ,"

3. - .

4. /!

28- This pass enable me to travel half-price in train. 'Half-price' means.................... .
1.   01

2.   2$3

3. 1

4. #4

29- I should necessarily pass the exam to get my diploma. 'Necessarily' means..................... .
1. 5 ' &

2. &%+

3. 4 

4. 6

30- This library has a massive amount of books. 'Massive' means.................. .
1. $%
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2. 4

3. 075
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